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Ike Is Told That Controversial
Part Of Rights Bill Faces Defeat
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jury today
victed John Kasper and six
of ten Tennessee segregationists of conspiring to hinder
the integration of Clinton,
Tenn., high school.
. The Jury returned its verdict
DELAND., Fla.. July 23 dB - caller is really
in the unprecedented enforcethe missing witA sheriff's deputy said today ness or not,
ment test of the Supreme
but we want to talk
that a widely -sought "missing to him."
Court's 1954 integration ruling
witness" in the Sheppard murder
.Ohio Gov. C. William O'Neill
after deliberating for three
case telephoned to Florida early Monday called
Monday's complete record folhours and fifty .minutes.
off a test by
today from Waterloo, Iowa.
lows:
privte criminologists and said
The Jury of ten men and
The call came as Cleveland. he will not permit
Census
two women acquitted four of
it until he
30
By UNITED PRESS
. Gapo, authorities began grilling is convinced of the
Adult Beds
the Clinton, Tenn., residents,
65
"truthfulness"
Showers brought welcome heat
bushy-haired Donald Jose ti h of Wedler's confession
Emergency Beds
Henson Nelson, his brother
.
35 and drought relief to sectioris of
WASHINGTON, July 23
Wedler, 23, here about his "con- under the bill, to which the ;
After O'Neill announced canPatients Admitted
Virgil Cleo Nelson, Raymond
0 the East today, but a deluge Senate
llession" in the 1954 murder of cellation of the lie
Republican leaders in- earlier "force"- law
Patienta Dismissed
Woods and Clifford Carter.
detector test
would have
in Chicago had suburbanites bail- formed
0
President Eisenhower to- applied. Southerne
Marilyn Sheppard.
for Sheppard, the unofficial Court
New Citizens
rs claimed this
ing out their cellars for the day
that the controversial part would permit'
Sheriff Rodney Thursby said of Last Resort met in
Patients
school Integration
admitted from Friday second time in two weeks.
Columbus
SWEDISH ACTRESS Inger Stevthree of his civil rights' bill - faces at bayonet
the call came .during the night. Monday night and
point
10:30 A. M. to Monday 9:00 A. M.
ens, 2:4% Is shown just before
decided to
A cool air mass that sent the probable
defeat.
He said it was taken by a Day- withdraw from the investigat
Administr
ation
she won a divorce in Los AnMrs. Bobby Johnson and baby mercury skidding by as much
forces accepted
ion.
tona Beach deputy and the caller
James McArthur, retired chief
girl. Rt. 1, Murray Ky.; Mrs. as 30 degrees in the Great
geles from her agent, Anthony
Senate Republican Leader Wil- the repealer to allay southern
Lakes
identified himself' as merchant of the Cleveland homicide
fears
although Eisenhower has
Soglio, 34. They were married
Prentice_ Overby, Rt. S. Murray, region pushed into the _East
.uad
be-. liam Knowland publicly cu
seaman Ernest danSes Kolofotlas, who directed'- the SheePa
drunk was' placed- WI*
In 1955, and then she became
magine
Ky.;,Ma. Clarence Baker, at. 1, hind a band of light showers.
circume
that Tadmlnistration supporters
murLong Beach, Calif.
Bing Crosby's leading lady,
der ievestigation, promised a city lockup by city poliie laj
Hardin Ky.; Mr. William Adams,
The mercury hit a record 97.2 may have lost their fight to stances caling for such use of
Kolofolias told investigators in thorough study of points of Con- night according to Judge Bob
ben on and off the screen. Her
Rt. 2, ,Hazel,- Ky.; Mrs. Arlin in 'New York City Monday, top- keep strong - tojiTtinjunctlon troops. ••
_
Cleveland three years ago that flict between Wedler's
divorce grounds were jealousy
Crisco and baby girl. 504. N. 4th. ping the city's previous sizzler "teeth" in the bill and a broad - Fortx•sauen Democrats and 42
-•- _
ittorY and McCuistion. he was picked up by a man the way police believe the muron part of Soglio. He continues
No other arrests were made by
St.. Murray, 'iv.; Mr. Rudy E. for the date of 97.1 set in 1926. federal protection of all civil Republicans voted for the repeal
%here who acted nervous ,and der was committed.
receiving his 10 per cent agent's
city police. Road blocks are conReadings also sailed to a rec- rights.. He did so after a White amendment sponwred by KnowFitts. 509 N. 5th5St., Murray, Ky.;
fee, so he only parted with
bore stains that might have been
Clashes With Gardner
tinuing to be set up by police to
Mrs. Ronie B. Askew, Model, ord 102 in Baltirnpre. and Bridge- House meeting of Republican land' and Sen. Hubert H. Hum- . (international)
blood. It was about the time
faca of her.
McArthur's only comment on enforce the purchase of city
Tenn.; Mr. Horace E. McKenzie, port. Conn., and 101 in Wash- congressional leaders vitih Eisen- phrey 1D-Minn.).
the wife of Dr Samuel Sheppard, his questioning of Wedler. came automobile stickers. A concerted
The House prepared to give
ington. equalling a thrce=year hower.
108 S. 14th. St., Murray, Ky.
Cleveland osteopath, was slain. in a clash Monday night with effort is being - made to
final approval to a $546-a-year
high for the city.
haye
He
said
they
told
Eisenhower pay-boost for the nation's 518.000
He is serving a life sentence in mystery writer Er le Stanley everyone who i3
Four Storm Deaths
to buy
that there may be enough "doubtthe crime.
postal workers despite. White
Gardner at the Columbus airt the stickers.
HOME COMING
At least four traffic, deaths ful" votes in the
Senate to sup- House opposition.
Important New Clue
There will be a homecoming were blamed on Monday's
port.
Regular patrols are also being
rain- port an amendment aliminating
In Columbus Ohio, meanwhile.
President Eisenhower has conat the Mt.' Carmel Methodist storm in Chicago. Up to 2 inthes part
Gardner asked if the former carried out in the police cruisea
three's main clauses.
mystery writer Erie St a n1 ey chief was going to ask the con- to hold speeding
tended the pay boost would open
Church and Cemetery, SUnday, of rain swamped some suburban
and reckless
Part four, guaranteeing the the way for increases for nearly
Gardner, active in the Sheppard vict "a few questions."
The Murray Babe Ruth all- July 28th.
sections, just recovering from a
driving to a minimum. Motorists
right to vote, stands a better one million more federal workers
Lase in an unofficial capacity,
"Our investigation will be a are beginning to notice the new stars met disaster in the semiEveryone is invited to come record downpour July 12. •
chance 'of acceptance, 'Knowland and give inflation a new push.
said - he has a "very important damn sight more thorough than four way
feats of the Babe Ruth pl.y and spend lite day.
Flooded streets tied up rushstop at 16th. and Main
said. With this and the first A veto has been threatened.
new clue" in the case. He re- (your investigation has been," streets.
at Owensboro Saturday, losing to
hour traffic in -tire •suburbs and
two parts - establishing a spe- • The House also witnesses a
fused to give details
the host stars 22-9. _
McArthur snapped.
along North Lake Shore Drive
CLASS PLANS PART.Y
cial assistant attorney .generat final, desperate drive to round
Thursby said he learned that
Then, shaking his finger at
The local stars, managed by
The Friendship class of the Monday afternoon, ind flooded
for civil rights and an investi- up votes by backers of the
the caller tried to reach him Gardner, he said:
Robert Young and Bob- Williams, First Methodist Church will have basements were common in the
gative commission - the bill federal school construction proin several Volusia County law
"This is the second occasion
had looked impressive in rocking a party at the City Park Friday northern and northwrit suar...rbs.
may be passed in 'several weeks," gram.
agencies but never reached him. I have had to deal with this
to the semis, with a 21-5 win night at 7:50. Secret, pals will be
Other heavy rains hit Kansas,
Knowland told reporters.
Democrats called on the Presi"We're just sitting now, hoping outfit" - referring to Gardner's
over Glasgow.
Iowa, Indiana and iJuthern Michrevealed and gifts exchanged.
.
Knowland and Senate Demo- dent to take a personal hand
he'll call back," Thursby said. Court of Last Resort which
igan.
Chanule,
Kan., and Lafayhas
cratic
Leader Lyndon B Johnson in drumming up support. They
"We don't know whether the been inveatigating the confessio
ettte, Ind., reported some 3 inches
n
The Murray State College orand has already given Wedler
of rain, and toniodo funnel clouds said tireY hoped for a showdown aaid only a few GOP votes were
vote -tate today or tonight on .soodod as tarn. wirat Waked like. chestra utider the direction of
a lie detector test.
were sighted in the vicinity of
a bipartisan amendment to elimi- almost certain failure into vic"You got burnea once," Mc- Richard Farrell will present the
Lamoni, Iriwa. but no damage
final concert of the summer.
nate the injunctive powers ex- tory.
Arthur added
was reported.
cept in voting cases.
Gardner suggested to McArthur, Wednesday evening, July 24 at
Light
showers
spread
across
But the vote might be delayed
"Don't take this so personally." 6:30 on the Fine Arts lawn. Mr.
the Ohio Valley into southern
Lawrence Rickert will appear as
by consideration' of proposale to
and the ex -chief walked off.
New England during the night,
limit rather than eliminate the
McArthur arrived here late soloist singing "Largo Al Facand weathermen predicted scatpowers. One such amendment.
Monday 'night with Coroner Sam- totum" from the Barber of Seafternoon
tered
showers
.and offered
WASHINGTON - fir - The
by Sen. John W. Bricker
uel R 0. Gerber and Cuyahoga ville, by Rossini. The program
thunderst
orms
throughout t h
Defense Department today drop- County
is generally light -in--nature and
1R-Ohiol. would make it the
Detective Dave Yettra,
East.
ped the draft call to 8,000 mien
designed to please all tastes in
responsibility of the presidentall of whom helped investigate
Eastern Temperatures Drop
good music.
for September but served notice Mrs
rather than the attorney general
Sheppard's murder
YORK
NEW
Cooler air accompanying the
The principal speaker at the made. This contest is based on
--1114- Billy
1)1t does not intend to eliminate
The attendance at previous
-to decide when the government
Major Discrepancy
Grahana resumes his extended
out-door concerts has proven the Calloway County Farm Bureau complete activity reports which rain was expected to hold tem- should intervene.
conscription "in the near future "
-•
One of the major discrepancies
peratures to the 80s in the North,
New York Crusade after a "twopopularity of these events, and Picnic at the City Park Staurday. in the scoring system is entitled
The Senate Mondaa, Met one
day rest today, with the prospect
The September call was 3,000 is Wedler's version of the attack the public is again
July 27, will be Riley Arnold. "Contribution to Rural -Life" (800 east today. The recori heat Mon- of the other
cordially
'main
objections
of
itself.
He said he killed a Clevebelow the number called for
invited to hear an enjoyable Southern Regional Farm Bureau points) and personal qualities day prompted many - plants to southern foes of the bill. It Voted of seeing the two million dollar
revival extended_ through Labor
August and
was ttfe lowest land woman with "two or three evening of good music. In case Organizer of Auburn. Alabama. (400 points) based on their gin- close . early and send Workers 90-0. to repeal a Reconstru
ction Day.
mothly quota since April 1956 blows" of an L-shaped pipe. of rain the concert will
Mr. Arnold, is noted throughout eral appearance, grooming, per- home.
Era
law
held
be
that
would
haat'
emThe rain, although not heavy,
The evatagelist's crusade to
when 6,000 men were drafted. Police said Mrs. Sheppard was In ,the Recital Hall of the
powered the president to use
Fine the south as an entertaining sonality, poise, speech, and con- brought some
murdered with 30 or 40 blows of
relief tb droughtsave New York ' was orginally
speaker and humorist.
•arts building.
•
versation
ability
troops
in
to
response
enforce
civil
to
rights
The draft was slashed to carry a sharp instrument.
extended from a June'30 closing
The first scheduled event for questions by an interviewer. Dr. stricken areas in the East.
out Defense Secretary Charles
In their lie detector test this
The New Jersey. Agricultpre
to July20. and only last, Friday.
the Farm Bureau picnic Program 1 Ralph H. Woods, President of
E. Wilson's recent, order to re- week, the Court. of Last Resort.
it was extended again through
is the annual 47H tractor driving Murray State College, will in- Department said a drought in
Voce the strength of the -services came to the conclusion ,,,that Wedthat . state, intensified by __the
Aug. 10.
cetntest whiell will start at 9:30 terview the contestants.
by 100,000 men by next January. ler was either telling the truth
heat wave, has caused crop dam'But it wit learned that Graham
under the74irection of extension
Contetsta
nts for the honor of ages to 10 million
The Army.' the only service about the murder, or what he
'dollars.
Thet
and his sponsors. the New York
agents S. V. Foy and John 1957 'Farm Bureau Queen are:
Tke employees of the Southern Crusade gic.ecutive Oommrte
which drafts men, is shouldering believed to be the trutb.
sttate's truck far-Ming industry
Mrs. Doll Schroder. age 77, Vaughn.
c.
,
Miss Annette Palmer. Kirkesy was particularly hard hit
O'Neill originally had authoriz- passed away Friday. 311”.• 19; It
half the total manpower cut
by the Bell Telephone . Company -held were Si) pleased with the recordThe organized program of eon- ..., Miss Janice Bucy, Hazel
their.reg
drought.
ulaL
Wilson ordered Of its 50,000 re- ed the polygraph test of Dr. her home in Paducah. Mrs,
monthly
picnic and breaking turnout of 100.000 per•-..
tests. onterflinmentand- Speaking.
Miss Wanda Lamb, New ConCrops in many areas of Penn- gel-together last Friday evening sons at a Yankee Stadium
duetion. 44,470 will be in the Sam based upon the reorts from Schroder had been ill for a.
rally
Will start at 10:30 under the
cord
,
Gardner.
at
the
city
sylvania
park.
Employee
also
were in danger
enlisted ranks.
s start- Staurday that they arms thinking
period of 16 months.
chairmanship County Farm BuMiss
Foy,
June
But the governor said that
Murray
ed
arriving
drying
of
about
up due to lack of rain
6:00 p.m, and of running the crusade through
She is survived by a daughter, reau President
. Holmes Ellis.- The
In announcing the September later he received a second teleMiss Mary Nelle Myers, Lynn for the past 10 days to two the tables were ,soon filled with
Mrs. Ralph P. White, NIuncle, first
Labor Day- .,
feature of the program will . Grove
call, the Pentagon said "the lower gram from Gardner indicating
good
food
weeks. State farm -experts said
and home made ice
Ind., two sons, Robert and Stan- be entitled
The committee holds an option
'Talent Find" which
level of calls reflects the decision there were major discrepancies
Contestan
ts
cream.
for J957 Farm Bu- the situation could become severe
A good time was ,enjoyed on
ford Schroder; four sisters. Mrs. will include
Madison
Square. Garden,
musical and speech
irto reduce the number of person- in Wednesday's story and the
reau
King are:
unless- there is a general 'rain by all present.
•i Jeff Edwards, Dexter. Mrs. Bill numbers
where Graham has preached 60
by boys and girls from
nel in the armed forces."
facts in the July 4, 1954. murder. Jackson,
Larry Dunn, Hazel
011ie Brown won the prettiest
before
end
the
of
the
week.
Paducah Mrs. Luther various parts
sermons, through Sept. 2. His
of the couhty. The
salt and pepper shaker during
Jimmy Thompson, M u rr ay
Clark. Fla, and Mrs. Lela Allen. principal
sermon there tonight will be on
"Draft calls for the Army will
address- on "Organized -; Training School •
the bingo games that followed.
Fla. She is also survived by 4 Agricultu
'"Why God seemingly -Does Not
not be eliminated in the near
re" by Mr. Arnold will
Employee's in attendance were:
At ;:00 P.M. the program will
grandchildren.
Answer Certain Pryers."
future because of the reduced
start at 11:00 A. M. •
Mr. and Mrs. Ruben Moody.
be concluded with the announceFuneral sersaces were conducGraham aaid that this week
strength's"
the
announcement
At 11:30 kinglet-Kr-queen con- ment and recognition of all conAllen-Pool, F. H. Riddle, Ted
ted Saturday afternoon at 2:00 lestants
said. - There was no definition of
Spiceland. Harve Brown, B. J. at the Garden "will.be the hardwill be introduced. Thia test winners.
p.m. 91
.ructed by Revs. Louis phase of the
,the term "near future."'
Wade. Bill Davis and Max Beale. est." for the decision to extend.
program. will be un- • -The 1200 Fall Bureau' families
Cleve White passed away yesJoiner and L-Itie Shanklin. Burial der the
Mr. 0. Brown. J. B. Bell. Mrs. the crusade through Aug. 10
direction of Mrs. James of the county:, re invited to at-! terday,
A measure of the growth of
at his homer in Midland. Odell,-Va
was in the Schroder cemetery.
Harks, rarm Bureau Womens tend and-agadalcipate in
nce, Hilda Berry Martha Mime so late no group reserva•
Murray and surrounding comthe an- Mich.' Mr. White was the father
Pallbearers were, Ben Schro- Chairman.'
Riley, Judy Parker, Misses Susan tions for the week were taken.
and
Harvey Ellis, .dual picnic. Free_.Ber-13-0 plates of Homer,
munities is the large increase
•
Herman. Fred and Moody.
der, 011ie Schroder, J: C. Schro- Youth Chairman
It was learned that 'Graharc-i's
Vickie Spiceland, Sue
.
in the number of telephone dirfill be served !to all member Jack White, deceased.
der, Leon Duncan. Royal Parker
Ann Wade. Charlot Bell, Betty ,sponsors_ are. considering an alFollowing the luncheon, and fraatitea. and 'drinks
ectories being diStributed begin-and ice
He was also-the father of Mrs. and Barbara
and Jae Jackson.
and beginning at 1:30 P.M., the cream with homemad
Berry. Atice Parker. ternate plari!--16 extending the
ning today to local subscribers.
e
pies
will
Mildred
Fircell:
Funeral 4-ser- Master Steve Moody. Rob
The Max H. Churchill was final selection
and crusade in the Gar.,Ozn through
pelivery will take several days
of a Fermi Bureau, be sold by Calloway ounty Home- vices wilt
Wednesbe condUcted
in charge of • funeral arrange- King and\
Joe Pool, Bob Spann. Jerry Davis. Labor Day.
a Farm Bureau Queen maker Clubs.
but should be completed by July
day
afternoon at the Bradley Dwaine Bell, Lee
ments.
It is possible, the 8-year-old
for Calloway County will be
Vance and. Al
24th.
Funeral Horne in Midland, Mich, Parker.
North, Cilinian will take a
Approximately 4225 new dircouple oWyeelts' off after. Aug
ectories are going to homes and
.10, then return to conduct weekbusinesses. .according to F. H.
long minor crusades in Paterson
Riddle, Murray Commercial Man8y UNITED PRESS
and Newark, N J.
ager
Southern
for
Bell
Telephon
by
Dr.
e
HUGH
Southwest Kentucky - Mostly
McELRATH
the younger generation may get there was no
objection to them four daughters. Lonnie. Dora. were
Some months ago I wrote an a better idea of
icloudy with showers and oc- Company, compared with 3800
used for drummers who
their importance as a business neighbor. In proof Beatrice
when
the
last
directory
and Bertie, in the family caned several large trunks of
was
article
deentitled "Some Horses I in the communit
casional thunderstorms today and
life
y
and
of
esthis Mr. Spencer sold,groceries They lived in one of
livered.
the
HaVe
Known".
few samples. Such an outfit called for
tonight. High today .92, low toAt that time I pecially their contribution to the next
door.
brick houses in Murray in those large sIfting horses for
The new telephone directory suggested that there would be
night 72. Wednesday partly cloudy
they. muSt
commercial travelers or druriiThe first proprietor -that I days. It still stands down
has
many
new
and
changed
listcompanio
a
The go in a. trot except up and down
n article, "The Livery mers, as they were
and a little cooler.
called then remember of the one where hill from the 'Christian
ings and other helpful telephone Stable" If 'the reception of the
church hills and over.,exceptionally bad
Yes the Cherry Corner Hotel Boone's Laundry stands
The Indians nosed out the
was Mr. and was tile scene of many roads. Then
Some 5:30 a m. temperatures: information. Enough new dir- first warranted the efffort. Sev- Stood where the Methodist church Phillips,
there was the small- Braves in a thriller Thursday
the
father
,'
of
Dill,
ectories
social
have
occasions
been
for
printed to eral have indicated they were now stands
Mrs. Dacia er two-seated hack which was 9-8 and
Paducah 75, Bowling Green 74,
and the New Murray Clarence, Lindsey. May
took sole possession
a rid was one that semed tO enjoy fixed, for
Frankfort 74, London 73, Louis- supply every telephone subscrib- interested and some have prodded Hotel, stood where the
shoe
drumrnas
s
of
or
-first
place
anel-the-OrintesA.
Myrtle Phillips. all of them many having young people around.
er and to allow for future tele- me a ,bit, so here goes on th
The .ottflire- -who carried fewer and trounced the' Pirates
ville 75 and Hopkinsville 76.
Stare now operates.
.
of my generation will remember. 'two older - boys
10-2 to
phone expansion.
Burgess and smaller trttnks. The team was complete
"Livery Stable."
'Evansville. Ind., 74.
I
have
a
the twih bill.
faint recollection. Of However I am told that Mike Raymond
•
Also following the Alphabetical
together with Bud Phil- usually smaller and faster.
The first livery stables I re- another livery stable
the
.Indians' ten hit attack
Matted :an Fatr7 preceded hlth -there. Later lip - Miarri's Scruggs
listings for Murray Southern Bell member well were located where
and Chailey
Grcitiiry
College Weather Observation
— ArumniirS'--or. those was -led NI Lowry and:-&-Mcenyor" near the south eclat corner Mr. Phillips sold out
the stable Bogard-were some of the driver?. with
subscribers' will be found listings Boone's Laundry Row stands and
Time: 8:15 am.
specialty line weni in with three each. Steve McCoy
of the -court square. As a little and -dent- across the
street where The proprietors rarely ever drove. large roomy
of subscribers of, West. Kentucky at the site of the Elmus Beale
Highest Temperature: 90
buggies, but always was credited with 'the win and
fellow I passed it going to Sun- Kuhn% 5 & 10 operates
and
Telephone Cooperative Corpora- Hotel. Both were frame buildings,
A good livery stable had a with a driver, They could
Lowest Temperature: 74
day School, ,but can recall no- established a blacksmit
cover the defeat went to Mike Charleh
shop.
va
tion of Hazel. and New Concord, the former was replaced years
of convayences..There are more tertabory and the
Temperature at 8:15: 82
teams ton.
thing particular concerning it. His smiths were RolandWells
Kentucky and South Hazel, Ten- later with a brick structure .and
ree or four. Seated hacks were 'generally faster.
Relative Humidity: 84
I have been told it was run by and Galen Grogan.
• McDunn and Solomon. paced..'
Mr. A. J. •
nessee
for large parties. -The seats
the latter burned down. All these were predominately the .wining Orioles
Bill Spencer and probbity earlier Davis allowed Mr.
Barometric Pressure: 29:64
bat and
Phillips.
Thk were wide and frequently would commercial rigs,
Upon receiving your new dirWhen
it
is
recalled
that
both
but.
the
by Clarence Smoot.
livery 'Harry Pettersog yielded only foul
'Wind Velocity 3
es their Davis family mbved here from accomodate , a
ectory please destroy your old these livery stables were just
dozen,
large
,
or
stabje
had
to
serve
other
travel- hits. in picking up the verdict.
iniportance warranted their being Dover, Tenn. There
Precipitation .11
..•
were three small. These same hacks stripped ers. To there
issue, Mr. Riddle said.
across the street . from * hotel easily available
•
was the -two-seated Jimmy Robinson was the losing
and it seemed song' Burgess, Raymond, and Earl, down to
one seat with a top
(Continued On Back Page)
pitcher for the Dues.
'• .
•
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United Press

-pose of this bill," he
nate, "was to tie this
osition into a law attic' use of troops to- inthern schools and not
rpose of assuring OA
y citizen of this coil
.." . .
fair question to the
rid assistant authors
Was that the purpose?
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about another inApt. Why__ 1_,*?4_! _Pahl
ement power byiland ?es provided for Abe
if civil rights and noi
enforce the greatert
-the right to vote?
Le by-passed its JudiOtte° in bringing the
bill to the floor. If been referred to -that
Sen. Riehard B. Ruts.) probably would
t the presence of the
rs as Atnesses. And
.
ons as..,,,are suggesteduhtsally._ -rnervid Russeirff0a311X.
the bill. He especialo what he regards as
double talk in its
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City officials last - night completed 'negotiations for.
140 parking meters to be installed in the business section
of the city-.
The temperature ._in Murray . fell to . 55 degrees hist
night and weather bureau officials said a -srradual rise
ro 71 degrees was noted at 11 o'clock -this morning.
The revival meeting at West Fork Baptist Church
bigan Thursday, July 17 and will continue throiigh thia
wick. la:v.
Arterburn of-Mayrteld is. the speaker
and Rudolph director of, music at the First Baptist Church.
of Murray.. is,..song. leader—Rev: E. A. Somers is pastor
of the ehurch.5
•
. .
Geori:re IE., Overbey, president of the Murray BroadIne.. said last night thin a conversation with Hon. .Nevijle Miller.".Washington—radia._ attorney, that the Federal 'Communications Commission
usually -takes four to six 'months to render. a decision
after a- hearing. -,-114..11' as Thtr one conducted in Murray
arid Paris the letter part of last January.
. •Miss Hilda Dulaney, formcr dudent at Murray State
• College. is visiting her father, William
Dalanfr. at 1112
sr •
01iVe Street. - • •
..
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Corner at 4th & Main

Phone 433

FOR SALE
CHEAP

MRS. NADI
t dent, point.
In Washini
of testlmoi
and her hi
San Franci

• NORGE DELUXE AUTOMATIC WASHER,,
LIKE NEW!
• BENDIX AUTOMATIC WASHER.
• WRINGER TYPE WASHER, DIRT CHEAP!
• G.113SON REFRIGERATOR. USED 1 YR.
• G.E. REFRIGERATOR. RUNS LIKE NEW!
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• 2 POWER MOWERS, USED VERY LITTLE.
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FORD. TRUCKS COST LESS
LESS 70 RUN

See 414 Xda9/
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CUSTOM RANCHERO * WHITEWALL TIRES
TWO-TONE PAINT * 144-HP SIX
SIMER-FItTER AIR CLEANER * FIRI-ROVI
OIL FILTER * HEATER * TURN SIGNALS
CHROME FRONT AND REAR BUMPERS •
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PARKER MOTORS"

ONLY YOUR AUTHORIZED FORD DEALER HAS 'A-1 USED CARS AND TRUCKS
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.E. DELUXEJ-TON AIB-CQNDITIONER.
OOKS AND RUNS LIKE NEW!
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MAMA MERCADO, "Miss Puerto Rico" at the -Mimi Universe"
• contest In Long Beach, Calif..
hugs trophy as "Miss Friendship," a popularity triumph
among the Idgentradki from
' foreign nations. flideniaRanal)
•

•

onn.:4mhs...,,,,,,,„
lt,
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Lionel HeSaturday
tar ever w•
61)•lap
bert defeated .Dow Finsterwalif,
.INGLEWC.X.W.
Roinid
ASCOT. Enit.and .-'Be
Al two-and-one, to capture- the PGA
-Tinny snowtia!led - • .
IlwborA .
a brilliant strepth,
over the past two v' k. to $195.- duel, Arrierican-ovvra'•ci Montav al ihampiuuship.
630 by Capturing
$14..Settat V,41 the King Geoirge.t
titiLlgueen
.
'Westerner Staltes% ;r•
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ierigliis
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rancho Gonsalet rolled, past Lew
MONTRF.AL - Braill'rtored a Hoed in their first face-to-face
3-2 sie_tor
er Canada in the meeting to climax his title clinchthc• Amer;can 'in&
•taliing' of top sine*/
ray when Allfs;n.
vexe 015.•
.4)41‘
Cap
Money in--the 'pro tennis-Tourna-qualified because a • *ah',
411111.LT-TrAEST.
Vic ment of Champions.
„
was 'found. guilt; of bur p.o.e.
,Seixas....
All.hea Gibson ton
The''actiontif ineris._.sinii
omyi•s .ttoT SPRING,S, Va. - Fay
. AINTREE. England - Sta:ling .tingleTraT COUrts title, and Ash- Crocker and Marilynn Smith won
Mess powered his • ••LiOri..wed" 14-s •Cooper and Neale Frusef the third. ano.nal $7.500 Ikn
Home',
• Vsnwall -ear . to
.4no 1.cati-e4-1 to take the inen's doubles stead Women's 7 Four-Biii173---siff 1.

crnd..Prix

[

tiara broke into a loffcr-cirive-in
and found the cash register empty
-so they took the cash register, i
valued at $865.

Ten Years Ago Today _ Ledger & Times File
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Yesterday's- Games—,
if separate waiting rooms are alsolished•a -white man does
not have to sit- beside a negiu-if he doesn't want to. He - (N., games scheduled).
still has the right to sit by whomsoever he pleases, or to
Today's Games
stand if he prefers. He may eyen refuse to sit by, another
white man if he chooses..
gew york at Chicago
In' all sections of the counirp except the South the Pittsburgh at Cincinnati, night
races have integrated so far as civil rights are,concerned Philadelphia at Milwaukee,. night
an in many places schools are integrated, where as in Brooklyn at St. Louis, night
some of the largest cille; of the north and east segregaTomorrow's Games
tion' is rigidiy practiced- c-,cn though. it may be against
New York at Chicago
the law. .
Pittsburgh at Cincinnati. night
• Tim arguincrit to legislate- civil rights, or anything 'Philadelphia
a! Milwaukee, night
else without intention- of at.ltking by the la' is very much Brook I;•
I..aus, night
like voting -for prohibition on the grounds the4aw will
tolerate, arid even encourage. boot-leggers. And beeause
Fight Results
FIGHT..HE
FIGHT.
SuLTS
civil rights' are already a. reality everywhere ekcept in
By Uolit,ted Press
the South the civil rights issue is a sectional one.
NEW YORK (St. Nicriolas AreThere is a growing number of our people who believe na)-Bobby Belt:490s'Youngstown. Ohio. stopped Bobby Courthe race problem ca-n be' solved through education
and chesne, 132, Holyoke.
Mw.
good-will- faster than it .could.through -legislation,
and
•
_
that- 1t can best be sntvediff this manner.
NEW ORLEANS - Herbiv
If civitrights and social rights can be successfully sep- Rodriguez..150. uutpuinted Barr,
allison, 149. Springfield. Mass
arated, and the public can be sold on 'thL4ere
nce, (10)..
much progress can he made towards anieving
west
Preside_nt Eisenhower .says is _ilia chief aim-_--to
SOMETHING OF VALUE
protect
his rights of all minority groups to vote as they
VALLEJO,: Calif.
please.
.
_
Bur-

`LIE

dall each hit a pair of homers. Charleston of the American AssoAnd the Detroit Tigers beat elation, 5-3.

National League

•

TUESDAY

- LeAdrinitemeStand „ SCOTT DRUG CO.

Pct. GB
.663
.614 412
:323 12%.
.511 1314a
-.410r-- 13
.483 16
.382 25
326 3(Prs

route in the last 14 games.
By JOHN GRIFFIN
Fourth-place Cincinnati, two
•
United Pow Sports Weiner
wa,ningion
behind, still is tiling to make
Is this where the New York Yankee' kiss the rest
Love and Loin are Ke,"• tV a
of the the best run-making machine
American, beague goodbye? owned by a contending team run
David as a buy
as usefully employed.
Yesterday's Games
despite the poorest ERA, cat
It could fbe: Returning borne from a fine western - trip in
Playboys often, become _bored with life.
place by asolid 4
tNt) games ,scheduled).
- 12 games, the world champions get the chance But the Redlegs have shaken off
CIVIL RIGHTS vs SOCIAL SECURITY
'to wipe put what's leTtliffthe.,145; AL pennant race in a
17-game their recent seven-game losing
home stand opening toniight
a tilt' against the second-place streak to win seven of the last
Today's Games
nine and now they're home again.
e j.ackson. Advocate,..negro nestspaper published at Chicago at. New York. night -• Chicago • White
•
•
The -fifth-Place Pinnies, 314
•.
.
There
.
are
no
such
"runaway"
fears in the National League,
Jackson. Mississippi, says the race problem in the Kansas CitY at
behind, are fading with six losses
however,
as
activity
resumes. Ai the eastgan teams go west in
Detroit at Baltimore. night
.South could be solved fei- the satisfaction -Of both white Cleveland at Washington, night the NL, it's still a five-team free-for...Ill fdit first place with every, in the last seven games and
they've got to straighten themand colored_ people if. friends-of-- the
,•negro.- who lire in
prospect that it will last all season. •.
.
selves out on the road, a tough
other parts of the country understood .it and confined • TOIDOETO'
W S.Ganieo
Two gig Questions
injured leg; Joe Adcock
.
their efforts to "civil rights."
Two big questions feature the out with : a broken leg, and
•_
Monday's Exhibition ReMilts
Chicago
at
New
York
NL race now:
The newspaper says what the negro wants is an end Kansas _City
•
'
-carious other Braves are limp- :with most teams traveling,
at. Boston
only
How long can the Milwaukee Rig.
to the Jim Crow practice, not. only on railroads but on Detroit at Baltimore, night
exhibitions were played Monday.
Braves hold their one - game
The Dodgers have injury wor- In the annual Hall - of
bus ligies, airplanes, and other common carriers. He , Clot eland at Washington. night league lead in the face
- Fame
of so ries, too. Duke - Snider's trick Game at Cooperstown
, N. Y., the
-wants separate waiting rooms-for negroes abolished, and
many injuries? Are the defend-' knee probably will foe him to
Chicago White Sox belted 1.7
ing champion Brooklyri Dodgers wear a leg brace in „,tonight's
he wants to iitfead any graduate.coilege he pleases.
hits, including an eight-run third
rolling now, as their, 10 wins gimie in St. Louis. Rookie catcher,
Segregation in public schools is another ma
inning, to •beat the St. • Louis
S. 14-1 In an all-OhiX
one
egro, as a .race, is it t primarily interested in, it
break hints?
the team. to St. Louis because tussle at Cleveland, the Indians
Milwaukee
53 38 .582
says. _There an individuals, of udorse;..Who do demand, .BroZdrisli
of
a
fracture
thin
The
Braves,
of
the
index
opening
at
home
avenged an earlier setback by
51-38 .573
1
immediate. integration, :but the Advocate believes an Si, Louis
50 38 .568
1 1,..s tonight with _10,game winner •Bob finger of his right hand. He,was beating Cincinnati. 5-1. as Rocky
Buhl
struck
on
hand
the
Philadelphia
by
facing
foul
a
.
the
Culavi„jo and George Strickland
51 .40 .560 2
earnest effort Lo improve public . schools for negroes Cincinnzti
Philadelphia
49 41 _544 3% Phillies, are ski' shackled by inj.. tip Saturday.
hit homers.
.
would be' pleasing to most of them.
Cardiriels.
uries
onl
that they
Nev.-"York
41 49-.4513-T11,2
games
behind,
eastern
hope their
swing with catcher 'Del II.
The Milwaukee Braves returnSome are trying to. rash integration, it 'says,'an.d be- Pittsburgh
34 5/ .374 19
Crandall playing right' :sod. Bill faltering pitching reacts to this ed to • their old home in Boston
29 57 .337 2,
lieve- it should be done on *socialas well as civil.rights Chicago
212
Britton has' been placed ,on the 20-garlic home stand like a tonic. and trounced the Red Sox, 13-4,
basis. And this is what is causing' all the trouble. -Even
disabled -List;- Hank. Aaron has Only Sam Junes has gone the as Ed Mathews and Del Criin-.
Baltimore
Kansas city

A BIBLE THOL
,u, TODAY .
The Lewd is my shepherd. Psalm 23:1.
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`LIE TEST" IS HER CHALLENGE,

tie Americia Moo-

ALISTS"
Phone 433

MRS. NATHAN EHRUCH, wife of the New York bakers union prests
dent, points at Jarned E. Cross (far left) In the Senate labor hears
In Washington, and challenges him to a lie detector test on truth
of testimony. She said Cross and three henchmen knocked her
and her husband down and kicked them during a convention In
San Francisco. Cross denied he was in the room. (iliferhafinfita).,
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Problems Arise in Attempthirriitifnit
Or Stop The Tesling Of Nuclear Weapons
EDITOR'S NOTE: The author
of this week's religious column
is director of the Commission
of the churches on International
Affairs. The commission was established by the World Council
of churches. The writer discusses
profiterns lemonlike- m neke
to -limit- or stop testing of nuclear
weapons.

Co•

All Drivers Of Fords
Will Be Admitted

TECHNICOLOR

FREE

-11STAy510111

Tonitel

B y DR. 0. FREDERICK NOLDE
Written For The United Prow
. The current public discussions
about experimental testing of
larger nuclear weapons frequently
fail to take into account the
fact that this problem does, not
stand by itself.
The concentration upon the
dangers of continued testing —
both for present and for future
generations — is to be welcomed
as a prick to conscience and a
stimulus to action. However, other
problems which are closely related to the testing of nuclear
weapons ought to be seen in
their proper context if mankind
is to move more surely toward
a healthy and peaceful world
society. Discussions may become
more intelligent and meaningful
U the inter-related problems are
looked at together.
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Telephone
Talk
ej
by
F. H. RIDDLE
Your Telephone Manapr

MIMI (Al
SIX

•

SIGNALS

NEWEST DRIVE-IN CREATION ,— It's really Romething, this growing'trend toward drive-in service. You
can shop, you can bank, go to the movies, even have your
car washed while setting comfortably behind the wheel.
Our telephone en,kneers are making field tests to add
still another convenience to this motorized age — the
drive-In telephone, that will let you make calls without
leaving your car. We've selected two cities as test sites.
If folks like drive-in phones, you'll probably see 'em one
"lay wherever you go on streets...and highways. We know
Tolks like those conveniently located outdoor telephone
booths 'around town. We just put one in a new one on
14th Street, in front of Wood's Hall, Murray State College to make a total of 22 in service now.
•

S

•

4
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SIX
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MISS SOMEONE OUT- OF - TOWN?
Why not enjoy the warm satisfaction
of a "voice visit" by Long Distance?
It's fun, it's easy, and it cost so little,
'especially wthen you call station-tostation. Just give the operator the name
of the city and the number you want.
If you don't know the nuraher, give her
, the name the phone is listed under and
tell her you'll talk with anyone who
answers. You save up to 1/2,.you know, on station-to-station calls. And you get extra values nights after 6 and
_all day Sundays. Then you can talk
Atation - to - station between Kentucky
cities for four minutes
at the same daytime.
rate. For instance, you
can. c all Henderson
for just 65e, Frankfort for 75e. Isn't
there someone you'd
like to call tonight?
•
ii
* •
MORE THAN YOUSIEE — The telephone in your home
is just ope small part of the equipment that, Triakes it
.. possible tbr you to call anywhere, anytime. Behind 'it
are miles a wire and -abler', complicated switchboards
And electronic gadgets
and 69,000 Southern Bell folks,
all workink together to bring people closer together.

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

William Ewald is on vacation.
Today's guest writer is Uatrice
Munsel, who wil star in her own
ABC-TV show next fall.
By PATRICE MUNSEL
Written For Unaed Press
NEW YORK An —I believe in
ghosts. And why not! They've
scared me and intgigued me with
their practical jokes. They've
even robbed me.
A few years ago, I was staying
with my husband, Robert Schuler, at a castle near Florence,
Italy, which had once been the
home of Catherine De Medici.
We had been warned the castle
was haunted, but we were rather
looking forward to any tete-atete. After all, we would be
dealing with very high class
ghosts.
The first in a chain of events
was $100 disappearing from my
purse while We were asleep.
Then strange little items began
to disappear—like lipstick, mascara, a lipstick brush, nail palish
and a comb.
'Things Become Serious
We locked my purse — which
contained car keys, passports
and money—in the closet, but
became serious
things really
when the key to the closet'disappeared. The closet was a valuable antique, so we were forced
to postpone prying it open.
Two nights before our departure, we heard footstep; in the
room above, the sound of metal
on the marble floor, sighing and
soft giggling 'and finatly, the
rustle of taffeta in the ne x t
m. We tried to discover the
• rce of the noise. We found
nothing.
The following morning, we
found the closet doors wide open.
The purse still was inside. A
little later, Bob found the closet
key in one of his socks. It was
all a little uncanny, to say the
least.
We can't explain that affair,
but it's not the only one Bob and
I have had with a strange presence.
During the time when Bob and
I were engaged, he was staying
with some friends at a mansion
on Long Island. One night he
saw a luminous vapor crossing
the driveway. Another night it
was peeking through the windows as everybody was busy
watching television.
Waltzing Vapor
When I came to spend a weekend in that house, I awoke one
night just in time to see a luminous vapor waltz gracefully into
the bathroom. When I went into
the bathroom, there wasn't a
soul.
The following night; the same
vapor awakened me again. It
came over to my bed as I lay
there paralyzed. A few seconds
later the picture that hung Over
the bed went crashing to the
floor. When I turned on t h e
lights, the nail was still in the
wall and the hook was still in
the picture frame. In order fOl•
the crash.to happen, the painting
had to be lifted off the nail and
then dropped.
Evergone thought Bob and T
were daffy until our host say/
the vapor. in his bedroom. That
did it. He had the house exorcized and no strange apparitions
have been seen since.
Well, next fall' I start my own
show on ABC-TV. And at this
point I have an important question: ABC, tell me, cto )
3U have
any haunted television studioS?

rj

PAGE THREE
action would be dbs ra • C. t
does mean that She essential
relationship between the cessation Of—teSjs and disarmament
must .be understood. It is conceivable that a premature or
inadequate agreement on testing

One significant point seems to which have been
accepted as
be emerging out of the varied commonplace, such as
X-ray.
and often conflicting scientific
The prospect that mankind is
opinion aired in the present destined to live with this
newlydebate. Since there is conceivable harnesed power — even after
ganger in the radioactivity to military aspectg-of nuclear weawhich roan is normally exposed pons have been. reaqlved
— unciin'his environment, any increase: ersertirest' the teerporlanee'et safeexcept for approved 'medical pur- guarding against the dangers from
poses is not good. The objective the peaceful uses of atomic energy
must therefore clearly be to end as efforts go forward to reap
or to control tests under interna- their benefits.
tional auspices. How shall this
Cites Deterrents
be done and under what condiNot related to testing is the
tions.
reliance upon the possession of.
Two Points Of View
nuclear _weapons as. a. deterrent,
Differing approachei to - thia to tggression. With the apparent
question bring. forth a variety decrease in manpower and conof answers but two points of ventional armaments, will there
view seem to- be most promi- be recourse to atomic weapons
nently expressed. Those -who be- which have been tested, even
lieve that the danger to health If only *limited conflict breaks
in the present circumstances is out? If this should prove to
exceedingly grave argue that the be the case and Pandora's - boxtests should be stopped Imme- is opened, one must contemplate
diately and they are only secon- the awesome possibility that eithdarily concerned with related er party to the conflict will be
problems or safeguards to ensure tempted progressively ,to use
compliance with treaties. Others, larger weapons as the tide of
while recognizing - a danger. to
battle runs against it;
health but not considering it of
The contention that the cessathat
immediate gravity, believe
a margin of time is allowed for tion or control of testing and
negotiating agreements which will progress" towards disarmament are
roost fully utilize available scien- related has considerable validity,
is does not mean that separate
tific knowledge and will as
quately as possible protect the action on testing is impossible
or that conditions cannot be
security of nations.
As the spotlight has been turn- Imagined under which separate
ed on the hazards of experimerital
tests, -public' attention has, inDISTUEB1140 THE PIZZA
,••••••••=1.
creasingly been directed to the
radioactive dangers in-the peaceKALAMAZOO, Mich. ar — A
ful uses of atomic eneVgy, as craving for isizzis pie proved
well .as to dangers in practices the undoing of James Thurston,
22, a recent bniversity of Michigan graduate. Municipal Judge
Clark M. Olmstead fined him
$25 for breaking into the Vicksburg police station and calling
a Kalamazoo pizzeria to inquire
about their hours. •

ht remove dr kill the incentive to press for progressive
steps in the total aria of disarmament:
At all-events,"whatever may
be done in relation to experimentation with nuclear wea_po___

the continued possesibn of them
and 'their possible untested furIher develepment constitute
Threat of such magnitude • ,to
call for' he greatest wisdom,
patience, and goodwill that men
can muster.
.
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ow is the time tabuy
a new4.-DOOR SEDAN

•!•"•

(choose one to suit your taste and purse)

Studebaker CHAMPION Deluxe
Thrifty Sweepstakes Six performance provides
superior operating economy

Divorces Kimball

EXCESSIVE THEATRICS
FARMINGDALE, N. J. SP —
State police said .realism was
carried a bit too far at nearby
Cowboy City'. a recreated Old
West town where bank holduiss
and train robberies are staged
for tourists. Detectives s a id
thieves weren't acting when they
broke into Kiddyland and looted
a safe of 45,800.

Studebaker COMMANDER Deluxe
V-8 performance combined with handsome,
functional styling

AUCTION
SALE

or

Saturday, July 27
at 1:30

MRS. DOROTHY KIMBALL
(above) won a divorce from
Dan Kimball, Navy secretary
under President Truman 194952, in Los Angeles. She gets
more than $150,000 in property
plus 25 per cent of his gross
income. Kimball, 61, and Mrs.
Kimball, 55, wed in California
(international/
In 19211r

The Murray Board of Education will sell to the highest bidder the
RESIDENCE
at 805 Main Street: The
building must be completely removed from the premises on or before August 31,
1957. Sale will be at 805
Main Street.

Studebaker PRESIDENT CLASSIC
120!4" wheel base ... 4-barrel carburetor and
air-cooled finned brakes

W.Z. Carter
Secretory to Board

4
.

We Own'm Right
We Sell'm Right
PROFIT SMALL - VALUE GREAT
That's The Way We Operate!
1955 CHEVROLETS 6-cyl., V-8 2-dr., 4-dr. Belaire
and 210. One like new with paper still on the
doors, spare never been on ground.

The PACKARD TOWN SEDAN
- Luxurious to the smallest detail . . . outstanding
ce performance with built-in supercharger

1955 MERCURY 4-dr., overdrive, 2-tone with all
the extras.
1965 PLYMOUTH 2-dr. hardtop with powerflite.
Nos Best of color.
1955 FORDs 2- & 4,dr. to pie kfrom. R & H.

I

With these roorny Studebakers and Packards y• ou enjoy comfort and convenience,
the easy entry and exit, that only a 4-door sedan provides ... yet you pay no more
than you would for many 2-door models of competitive make. Choose from the V-8
President Classic with its many price-included extras such as 4-barrel carburetor
and finned air-cooled brakes—most effective on the road ...the luxurious Packard
with its built-in supercharger and smooth boulevard ride ... the Commander V-8
or Champion Six with big car performance at small car price. And no matter
which you-choose you can be vrtain that you are getting modern styling that will
stay up to date for years to come . . . operating economy second to none . . and
the lowest depreciation factor in the automotive industry. See your dealpr today.'

1954 FORD low mileage. Pick from two. One-owners.
1954 CHEVROLET 4-dr.,,power-glide, all the extras.
1953 FORD 2-dr., 6-cyl., 31000 miles, R & II.
1953 PLYMOUTH 4-dr., two-tone green. Worth the
money.
1952 CIT'EVROLET 2-dr., motof re-conditioned, good
tires.
1951 STUDEBAKER Coupe.. Good clean and gas
saver.

Studebaker-Packard

And Many Other For You To Pick From
We

Will Not Be Undersold

Lampkms Motor Sales
3rd and Maple

Phone 519

•

For the best car values ever....
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MIDWAY MOTORS Hiway, 641 So. - Murray Ky.
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Miss Janet Like entertained 4-H
club members and other girls of
the community at her home as
MINIM
a part of her 4-H project "The
4-H Club Member Entertains."
Games were played and enjoyed
by all present.
.11p•slr Tt; ,Cifiety
The table was covered with
a white linen tablecloth and
,i/ore
12.votic
decorated with a flower arrangeTuesday. July 23
ment as a centerpiece. RefreshMiss Ruth Beerly. Missionary
xiguater
The smart knsepts of celess and
to -Mexico, will speak and ..sb
dainty cookies
tolotoaloh says'
1111
.
....-That American homemaker ean
•I'Sg1+.4:w
women can ILL
slides of Meicseo ji
dember sp_
titutsgs., the sandwieh .
bee meat dish every- day for a year wereu'servedy the -hostess.
Those present were Mina
of the First Methodist things to sthsure the sefetti oil ginning to resemble a Hollywood and never repeat herself.
Phyllis Jones, Gail Treas, Carotheir families on a motor trip.
Church at seven-thirty o'clock
production.
Moreland Martin, Chicago meat lyn Compton, Linda Compton,
• ••
One of them, said AAA. is
"Satter's Sauth.-Pacific Club
as simple as going to the glove Special" and "Guy's Buy," two specialist with the National Live Carol Gingles, Kathleen Madrey
W. C. Lamb is visiting relatives 'compartment of the family car of the 20 prizewinning recipes. Stock and Meat Board, said and Elizabeth Sims of Texarkana,
in Detroit, Mich.
and seeing that", it contains a in the National Sandwich Idea there is a cut of meat for every Ark.
number of security items. These Contest, sponsored by the Wheat purpose - from budget meals
are: a record of the name, ad- Flour Institute, indicate that to banquets.
CtreisS "dikr felePtiOule. nunitier
sincl/viches" are n Iiingef 'jtist' - Production of beef.'pork, veal
the, _family; the name of the -throw-together" snacks - they and Iamb has moved to the
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Richie and
highest level ever in U. S. history,
pets'on to be notified in case are exotic productions. children of St. Louis Mo., visited
AIR•CONDITIONED
of emergency, a pad of paper,
To make four 'Settler's Spe- he said.
Martin advised the housewife home folks recently.
cials." you blend together three
* ENDS TONITE * pencils. and a flashlight.
••••
. In addition, said • AAA, the ounces of cream cheese a&IL-irs to cook tender cuts by the dry
Raymond
Watson of Pheonix,
heat
methods
of
cup
woman
of
broiling,
finely
should
chopped
panmaraschino
see
that there is
JERRY LEWIS
broiling and roasting. Most heat Arizona spent a few days at
-1.11:53.- aid-kit -and, fire exting- cherries.
in "DELICATESpread about 2 tablespoons of methods of cooking - braising, home.
uisher in the car, and check
• •••
that the family's insurance poli- this cream cheese miXture on panfrying and cooking in liquid
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wayne Gupton
DELINQUENT"
-should
be used with less tender
each of 4 date-nut bread slices.
cies are up to date.
of Mayfield, Ky., are the parents
then cover with 4 more slices. cuts.
of a daughter, born July
• e
c •
Place a well-drained slice of
• • ••
...4
pineapple over the second dateRobert Watson of Lexington,
nut sues and top it with another . Pat Trumond spent the past
weak in Indianapolis, Id,, as the Ky., is visiting home folks.
piece of date-nut.
guest of her grandmother, Mrs.
H'arry Cotham is visiting relaThis entry was submitted by
IN
f '
IOWA. CITY a? - Adolescent William Desopo of Settler's De- Noticet tce Gepart
tives.
.)5 girlss.mothers, and these An
ua partmenr Store, Buffalo, N. Y.
the ated- who mug' live on •
0 a 'Cu 's Bu" combine
•••
II, •
and mix thoroughly 1 cup of
groups in the United Slates.
a
cnd
heese
4
-' cup 'of
Professor Margaret., °bison of of mayonnaise, and
the ,Universis) of Iowa says there chopped salted cashew nuts.
are 'Seasons why these groups ,,Spread a thin layer of this
••••
, have--dint- -deficiencies.
. Inisture over 8 slices of whole
wheat bread, then arrange tongue
•
A poor diet in me teens is slices o/er half the sprekd bread.
.shown by every .study made in- Sprinkle this with salt. Place
volving this age group, Dr. Obi- lettuce leaves -over the remaining
"seas,
son - said. Nutritional deficiency spread slices and fold together
curing the growing' period results the finished concoction.
in failure of- the long bones in
"Guy's Buy" is an invention
the legs to complete growth. The bf Guy M. Cardon, assistant
squatty figure is-more likely to manager of the Bluebird in Logan
become overweight as the owner ,Utal.- .
"
* • ••
becomes older, she said.

40.-Buirkten,

IftstiiesY )44tss
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Miss Janet Like Is
Hostess For Party
Held At Her Home

May Defiend On .11a

Sandwiches Grow
-And
Fancier Each Year

A Meat Each Day,
Newer Same Way
an&Go -

Mr. and Mrs. W. p. Downey
and children, Susan and David,
of Louisville are visiting Mrs.
Downey's mOther, Mrs. Julius
Sharpe, at the Beale Hotel.
5
.

To Our New Location

OPEN FOR BUSINESS

Bro. and Mrs. J. H. Thurman
spent the past week visiting in
Nashville In the home of their
son, Clifton Thurman, who teaches at Vanderbilt. Mr. Thurman
and his wife returned home accompanied by Clifton and his
wife. •

-ram -

We Have Now Moved

FAMILY SHOE STORE
510
Mein Street

Two Doors from Varsity Theatre

DAIRY BABY by RYAN MILK CO. Grade A Division

FAFtme
Ticklei The -re sae Mommy and What am I laughing at?
Daddy drinking CA:burst milk! ''that's my milk!'

Why don't you leder
your own milk: -t
ft

:

Household Hints

Mkt
:TU.5 oN
OLD Ma(DONALD'S
FARM t
-1P•

.2.30- acres

on
Ulla and nit
road, s m a 1!
lights. _165 i
cattle, plenty
end leinsesem
$5,000.00.
2. 21 acres oh L
way, 4 miles
One of the
building s it
County. Piet
ontage. Fai
. I. loan Ira
3. 24 acres flea
miles of city
Average imp
sowed down.
$1.000.00 dov
payments for
bus. Ideal ft
couple workii
Claude L. Miller
cy, P. O
.
. Box

j

lehatiit buying"
keeping you from getting
the most for your money?

The adolescent's refusal to eat
properly may be partly ,110c141_
s'ou aresteisasreducing diet.
revolt occurring during the teens
.,nd partly overemphasis .on nu- don't be afraid to eat potatoes.
:ntion as discipline. Dr. Ohlson It isn't the potato that adds
calorie, Its the extras such as
said.
.
butter and gravy that,inake,them
The mother of the family may fattening.
•• • • • •
develbp poor eating practices by
neglecting her needs while caring
Test the effectiveness of a
f.,r"!he
of ;he family. She j,Jabrsc finish when you shop by
needs only to practice what she retaining the mstenar in your
knows air good nutrition for the hand. This will show how well
rest of the family. Dr. Ohlson it resists wrinkles and sheds
••••••ees•••••••••sieedwah••••
creases.

1 e. Practicall
after 5:00 pm

21-men reel pc
Also same si
$25. Both in ex
Also one 23-n
floor chrome fa
sell for $35. Geoi
1940.
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Watch for our official opening next
Friday and Saturday
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Be sure to compare the latest figures. The Big M gives you more.
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Here's how Mercury beatsits competition in 8 big ways.
TEEN-AGE-DREAMS
COME TRUE

* WIDEST CAR IN ITS FIELD_Thr

IN THIS BOOK ...

* LOWEST CAR IN ITS FIELD_ThZ-BiT'M

isver
feet
wide. Only Amerisq.'s three most expensive
cars can match it.:a
at a cost of at leaA $2,000* more!

rs- built close
—F-R
the ground than other cars. It's scarcely
more than 43i feet,
high_and without loss of headroom!

* MORE ROOM INSIDE_To

BIGGEST BRAKES_Yoted

have to pay over $130 more to
match the Monterey's giant brake size in any other
car. Mercury
actually has bigger brakes than most of the higOist
priced cars.

guardedly.
open door a
raised a ha
stopped Just
boning for
atgosibnest
yin
en.,mg.e xfacep r
tl
s
eNsa
ea

—

* MOST ADVANCED ROAD LIGHTING-You
pay over $130• more to get any other
headlamp system.

car

would haTZ
with a rcal;theam

match the Monterey'" hip roon4
and rear seat leg room you kiave to pay
$1,000* more!

* HIGHEST STANDARD COMPRESSION_It would coat
over $500* more

you
to match Mercury's standard compression
(9.75 to I in any other car.;

Mathers
still
d
s bra
r:
dbi gcksa
tphoeuin

* MOST NEW FEATURES_No

other car at any price offers
you any of these Big M dream-car features:
Merc-O-Matic
Keyboard Control, Floating Ride..power seat that.
"remembers,"
and Power•Booster Fan in Montclair series.

palm to emi
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It ain't youi
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"success story" in the
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pages of her savings ac-
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* MOST ADVANCED STYLING —When you step into a Mercury you step out of the
ordinary.

••••:fl teen.agesrmls dream about; what they are
going to
hat"e, dp
be ... someday': The smartest teen-agers
take Steps
nikke.their tiri.arns' coma -true.. First step
is .to' open a Sa‘inics .account here. Then
save 'system- atically from allowance oi• earnings. A c,(:
umulated
. dividends wilr help rsatingi grbw evenfaiter.I0 dreamscome-true size. Time to-start it now. •

. Mercury's exclusive Dream-Car Design is shared with no other car.
And this 1.9 a step
that can save you money. Why not stop in and get all the money-saving
figures today!
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Mile Record Of
3472 Set By
Etieishman

4 GENERATIONS NOW CITIZENS-)

We wish to express our appreciation to our many friends and
relatives for the kind expressions
of sympathy extended to us following the recent death of our
mother and grandmother, Mrs.
Gertie Lovett.
Especially do we thank Dr.
.1kr per ward fee ono day, minimum of 17 words for Ma
per word for three days. Classified ads are payable In advance.
Hugh Houston and his nurses
for their untiring efforts, and
Bro. Harry Hampsher for the
By ROBERT MUSEL
tunity to look further into this
singers, the ministers, Dr. R. C.
United Press Sports Writer
proposition.
Chiles and Bro. M. P. Robertson,
LONDON
Derek IbbotYou could be the man and this
the J. H. Churchill Funeral Home, son, a mighty happy Royal Air
-mold be the break of your lifeIANOS. New and used. Lariat
donors
the
of
food
and
the
.FUTURE' time. If
beauLOOK!
10,
Aluminum storm winForce private, agreed today that
you think so then you
'stock. Seipurn Whit e, 403 Security and that of your family
tiful flowers.
his stunning w LAU__ record of
should immediately get in touch dows, one door, $199 installed.
esti:1dt.
Itturzaz,'Ky.
'313.71111116
depends. on what vou_ do. and.
We
also
have the triple trackMay Gods•riehes1 blessfmge 7P9) Y:572 for the /nt)e can hekniterg2.
tirith
Patcrish, 1)-X Sunbow well you plan it. We have.
_July29P
_
'-"but -only -if • the race is run
ray 0i1-46: Monday Thrtr Sattirs' -wIndoW. ilorn,e Comfort Co., Ma upon each of you.
-- •
a fine business opportunity for
A5C
Daughters and 'grandchildren on motorcycles."
day Noon, Murray Plaza Court at Main. Phone 1303.
lffe. Practically new. Call 1069
a man 35 - 40 years old who will
1TP
Phone 141. Murray, Ky, 7-23-C
after 5:00 p.m.
J23P
Ibbotson, who led an historic
work and follow the guidance
LOOK! CHILDERS Aluminum
four-man parade through the fourand
leadership
of
the
Fastesj
awnings.
Free
NEVER CAN 'THERE BE a subLABS AND SAW DUST. I can
installation for
minute barrier Friday, said he's
deliver or you haul. Ask at Growing Oil Company in the stitute for, a monument, a lasting July. Any size. Home 0.drifort
switching now to a campaign for
country.
tribute to your loved ones. See Co., 18th at Main. Phone 1303.
Wilson Grocery near Irvin
the world two-mile record
The man we are seeking is our display. Calloway Monument
A5C $5.00 REWARD for glasses lost
obb.
J27P
• "Ibbotson can run ever faster,"
either operating .a service station- Company..West Main Street, near
Murray streets Saturday. Brown predicted Dr. Roger Bannister,
NE PINING RObM - SUITE in now or has a keen interest and college. Vester Orr, Owner. A5C
FOUR GENERATIONS of the same Yugoslav family look jubilant BS
frame, worn plastic • case. Phone the British hero who was the
HEEL;mahogany finish. Styled by desire to go into the service
WANTED
they come out with U. S. citizenship papers in Chicago. At left'
1316.
J24P first man to break the fourSINGER Sewing Machine reprerexel. Mrs. Audrey W. Simmons station business.'
Is Matheis Thoebert, 73, great grandfather. In middle, son Jacob.
minute roadblock in the mile
sentative in Murray. For sales,
J24C
Jacob's wife Helena is woman farthest left. Beside her is Katharr Phone 319.
KENNEL
HELP
for
Veterinarion.
run. "Yestrday's race was superb,
The man we want. likes auto- service and repair, contact Mr.
ine Thoebert„ daughter of Jacob and Helena. At far right is Mrs.
COP "LEAVES" SCENE
Call
294,
J24C
but Derek can run faster. He is
Maria Andor, holding daughter Ingrid, 18 months old. Ingrid Is
21-inch reel power mower $35. mobiles-and enjoys working on A. M..Dugan, N. 16th Ext. Phone
magnificent."
a citizen by birth.
(International Soundihoto),
TFc
Also same size in rota type them. He is mechapically inclined 22504.
MUSKEGON, Mich. -MS-- Two
NATIONAL Organization Service
Gets Headlines
$25. Both in excellent condition. and has the foresight and can
SEWING MACHINE Service and
dries dogs had MuskeInc., needs two neat appearing sets of be
The 24-year-old Ibbotson, who yards. Delany,. always the -late
Also one 23-inch Fresh-N-Air visualize the future of the service
repair. Leon Hall. One mile on men to do organization contact gon police up a tree Friday. Pa- had beaten four minutes twice
floor chrome fan. Cost $95 will station business if station is
runner, did's start his move unoperated as it shOtild be and Lynn Grove Mwy. Phone 934-XJ. work in Calloway County and trolman -Bernard Langlois an- before, first ran red - shined til '70 yards from. home. He nail5(211 for $35. George Fielder, phone
J27C
swered
a
woman's
complaint
of
surrounding area. Men selected
Stanislav Jungwirth of Czech- ed the tiring Jungwirth easily
1940.
•
J25C conducts his business in the
manner that has made so many GREENFIELD FABRICS 3 /dile will receive above average earn- a barking dog only to find two oslovakia into defeat in the race but never could catch Ibbotson.
See
FARMS FOR SALE
sets
of
ings and Monthly bonus. For
howling mutts in the at White Clly Stadium_ and then
D-X Service station operators sucEast Murray. Clearance sale on
interview see Mr. Murphy at same area. Langlois asked the stood off a slamming finish by
0' acres on mail route, sehool cessful in western Kentucky.
all summer fabrics.
J25C National
Hotel, Murray, Ky., woman to make a survey to Ron Delany of Ireland, the OlymTELL TALE STRIPES
gills and milk route. Good
We can guarantee the right SPECIALS-1
table men's dress Wednesday 9:00 to 10:00 a.m. and determine wich dogs were loudest pic 1,500 - meter champion who
WATCH OUT FOR COSTLY
road, small house, electric man better than average earnings
J23C before seeking further action.
attends Philadelphia's Villanova
okfords 14.95, 1 table children's from 7:30 to 9:00 pim.
lights. .165 acres ' fenced for and the joy of having a business
TERMITE DAMAGE'
University.
CHICAGO lift - Robert Holmes
cattle, plenty of spring water of his own, if he will operate sandals $1.00 pr., menit` dress
Delany
straw
was
hats
1.00
second
Jeffre S.
in 3:5
Answer he Yesterday's Puzzle _ -and .some- marketable
along the tiiie. wh
and Jungwirth - third in 3:59.1.
J25C
too loud. Holmes and two
- _- have proven so successful$5,000 00 "
Ken
Wood of England was fourth others managed to elude police Call TERMINIK - World'.
37-insects
ACROSS
2. 21 acres oft Lynn drove high- past 30 years.
Chave •moved my watch repair
31-Covered with
in 3:59.3-making the first time for six hours by hiding behind
way, 4 miles from city limits.
1-Cballed
protective
Largest Termite Control
D-X Smarty Oil Company IL
sii0p- to Murray Jewelry- Mae
5-Sidle
in history that four men in the false walls of a Chicago theater.
metal
One of the most desirable now operating in Murray Ky. next door to the Pcoples Bank.
Organization
11-Tumble
40-Angry
same race bettered four minutes. But a policeman spotted Holmes'
.2-Lfesire
42-Scatier
building sites in Calloway and we are extremelY earnest I will appreciate your business.
All Work and Service
47-inhabitant
.2- he crage
Three men had done it on May brightly striped shirt through a
County. Plenty of highway in making the man who will Clifton Paschall.
tg-Region
45-Exactly
Aug26C
Performed By
28, 1955 in a race here won by hole in the wall and arrested
to•eDet tare
50-Ship's bottom
ontage. Fair improvements, operate this service station a
it-Vierring with
61-Command to
Hungary's
Laszlo
Tabori.
charges.
burglary
the
trio
on
A. loan transferable..
holes
successful business man in this
horse
OHIO VALLEY TERMINIX
labotson's time eclipsed the
111-Dwylled
o-Dreat Lake
3. 24 acres near black-top, 1,s locality.
:0-Stuall islands
• -Na mow, flat
3-year-old
world
mark
of
3:58.0
miles of city limits of Murray .
fl-Merit
board
A nominal investment will be
CORP.
•
11-21otal fastener 154,-IJnusual
set by John Landy of Australia
Average . improvements. Land required and we can render
36-Observe
fir.--Soaks up
Furnished apartment, 2 bedrooms.
at
Turku,
Finland,
and
London's
P.O.
Box
84
Padocah, Ky.
21.7-Native metal
sowed down. Can be had On financial assistance to the man
J25C
Call 1217.
10-Stage whispers
DOWN
tabloid Daily Mirror exulted in
Phone
3-2934
$1,000.00 down and mont hly who can qualify. If the above
or 7,-6696
12-Surgical saw
Funeral Home
a headline today, "The World
3-1mitates
24-Precious atone
I-Scorch
payments for balance. A real interests you and you are not 4 ROOM HOUSE, nicely decorted,
Local Customers or
4-Sco rned
Superior
Ambulance
II-Chear
2-Affection
Mile
Record Is Back Where It
buy
.
. Ideal for truck farm or afraid to work .and you want to
h-Peele
natural gas, gas heating stove
Ccrhtact direct or for Reference
Service - Equipped
6-Omits
Belongs - In Britain."
couple working in Murray.
accumulate something for- your- furnished. Calloway Ave. AlsO 2
of Performance of Work call
C
7-Spreed for
2 5 4
5
7
with Oxygen
Blagrove Set Pace
drying
Claude L. Miller Insurance Agen- self and your family and build sleepisig rboms at Main & 17th.
2-Imitation
Ibbotson disclosed that his rec- Friendly Service cy, P. 0. Box 54, Phone 758.
for a sound future theta you Sheltort Canady, Paine 1ti20MURRAY LUMBER CO.
9-Seed costing
ord run was carefully planned,
IIO-Unaspirated
.125C should not pass up this oppor..129P
311 N. 4th St. Ph. 98
Murray, Ky.
Phone 262
o
o,
11-Falls behind
•
but was nearly wrecked by a
17-Branched off
:
7
7:
<
,yo
"..‘
slow third quarter. British dark19-Hindered
‘,*
4
23-Soak'
horse Michael Blagrove, playing
23-Tattered cloth
lx
24-Suffix: to
the role of a pace-seting rabbit,"
subject
to
Flii le 59
led the field through a 55.3 first
is ie 36
25-Vigor
'
'
4
y •the prize-wi nino western sovelist
27-New Deal
quarter had a 1:55.8 half-Mile
53
31 051
agency Unit.)
50
before fading away. Jungwirth,
35-Rodent
We will accept your ASC orders for lime spreading.
29-Abstract being
:,/
)5
54.
,
37
holder of the world "metric mile"
31-Mart'•
WE ARE NOW VENDORS FOR THIS COUNTY,
.4
record, went ahead then, folnickname
Trots the bee.4 published Int
alp Warbe D. Overboiser
Ff
kg
for lime,,instea d of the Calloway County Soil Im23-Salad herb
The ilawatleas Qs.Distriownd kg Lisa isetarei
lowed by Ibbotson, Stefan Lew•
/
(pi.)
•
provement Association. --.
34-Having horns
andowski of Poland, and Delany
•
^
'IS-Slanting
We will give the same courteous service we have
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the
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CHAPTER 36
4i-irritates
given the last twelve years.
Costello.
up
with
waa
3:00.0.
that
Curly,
but
Red
and
from
close
was
I
S SOON as
41-Spindie
52
Ibbotson challenged Jungwirth
What could have been a shoot42-On the ocean
enough to recognize the four all. There was more to be told,
vase .•
44-Dant•tt island
with 300 yards to go. The Czech
55
54
mounted men in front Of John and 1 thought it was better to say ing scrape had sputtered Out, and
51
45-Journey
45-Organs of sight
held on grimly for 80 yards and
Mathers' cabin, I realized that Iry It at once, while they were still I suspected Costello was still tryPhone 1219
Hazel Ilight‘.,
43-The self
Costello and Eric Brahma were oft balance. I said: "I'm buying ing to, figure out how it had hapthen Ibbotson went ahead by 12
She's pened. tic's could hold back no --the two inside. Curly King's Sarah's half at the Box P.
by Ernie Bushmiller
father was arnong the men who moving to Canon City. Maybe longer. She ran to me.
NANCY
"Will, Will," she said, '1 don't
waited. The other three were, you hadn't heard, but Nela and I
is
my
Mathers
John
married.
are
the
know what they would hive done
like him, little ranchers from
HEAR YOU -I CAN
father-in-law."
BY THE
I DID NOT-south end of the valley.
if you hadn't come!" She kissed
his
me,
at
glared
Castello
reined,up,
I
when
close
for
•
me, and I held her
I spoke
WAY-- HOW
I'M
YOU'RE DEAD
knowing long moment.
stepped down. They greeted me swarthy face red, not
THE
ABOUT
guardedly. I walked through the what to say. But Brahms let QUI
Nela drew back and looked at
the
.1.-.
open door and none of the four a whoop end walked across
DIME YOU
me questioningly. "Is it true?
I AM
raised a hand against me. I cabin to where I stood and held What you said about buying
YOU'RE
OWE ME?
hand.
NOT
his
stopped just inside the door, mo- out
Sarah's half of the Box P."
"You sure kept a good thing
DEAD
tioning for Nelg and Scott, who
"We've
"True as gospel," I said.
stood against the wall beside the secret, Will Congratulations on got to give her until tomorrow
getting a mighty purty bride."
i_
stove, to be silent.
then you move in. and
7
noon;
_IAn expression of relief warmed He cuffed me on the chest.
running
it.
yotSre
then
do
from
"There's another thing," I said.
Nela's face as she saw me.
The work's all yours, too, includ-rMathers was in bed, .his face "I bought Delaney out. I figured ing cooking for three men."
Nt_t
*
still bandaged. Costello and he wasn't an asset to the earn.'
work,
afraid
of
the
out,
so
not
get
wanted
to
"I'm
He
r;
Brahms stood facing him, with .munity.
was Sarah."
pAro....
their backs to me. Costello was I accommodated him. I figured Will," she said. "It
bedside,
Mothers'
the
walked
to
run
We
could
father-in-law
my
pounding a fist into an open
joy arm around Nela's waist. I
palm to emphasize what he was store."
the
saying. "We've got nothing .Costello still stood there - Rod _said, "I didn't intend to spring
but
against you personally, Withers. stared at me, the corners of his store thing on yeru this way,
der
it,
.way to
It ain't your fault some of your mouth working. I knew I had him ittriegrrred the best
farmers are trying to steal our because he wasn't a man who with Costello here." I dropped
Dillingham's money belt on the
grass. But as long as any of you could make a stand by himself.
by Raeburn Van Buren
ABBIE an' SLATS
Brahms said:, "You've been bed. "There's the rest of your
are in Easter Valk y, It's an invi.
'01
it
isn't
leest
never
money.
At
I
Will.
cow
busy,
downright
tattoo for more to come in."
store? Wills
YOU. (GAC)P)
As I listened, I felt a lot eas- cottoned to Delaney, neither. lost. How about the
---I TALKED TO THE
.YES'M. BUT WHAT 'IOU
ier. I had expected Costello to be Mathers ought . to. make a real you take it?"
WHAT DID 'ON MEAN BY THAT
JUSTICE BEFORE THE
WHAT??
KNOW WAS
answered.
he,
to,"
he
DIDN'T
hadn't
glad
"I'll
be
jumper,
counter
good
A
was.
he
WAS
that'
belligerent
CHARLIE
5
,far more
CRACK -IF
CEREMONY. THAT
me, "I "I want to stay in the valley, and
THAT
at
winked
Brahms
Irv?"
handle
could
that
I
WERE
then
YOU
MINE?
knew
I
8
HUSBAND OF
HOW COME YOU AND
figure we ran convert him. Don't maybe 'the store is where I behlm.
AT THE WEDDING
CHARLIE AREN T
long. -I've had a lot of time to
Brahms echoed Costello's you, Will?"
HUSBAND
"If I hadn't thOught rso,7- 1. said, thjnk lately. I talked tot, big and
words. "We ain't pushing you.
AND WIFE
Mathers, but we expect you to "I- wouldn't hall bought ih "drearriertoo big, and I got flatstore. I've been thinking about tened out. But I don't feel as had
travel as soon is you're able,"
Slathers hadn't moved. He lay the nine families that are on the as I did. We did accomplish somenine families
on his back much as he had the West Fork, Irv. The only cash thing in bringing
they have
day before. He said, his voice crop they can count on is hay. here. It looks as if
and being
staying
strong and clear: "If a man exists Far as I'm concerned, I'd rather every chance of
thanks to
prosperous,
it,
and.
happy
to perform only the bodily -func- pay them to raise it and haul
tions that he must do to remain than piddle around with it my- you."
"That what you meant' about
alive, he is not a man in any self. I think most of the boys
finding what you were searching'
real sense except the physical. I will figure the way I do."
"I would," Brehm said. "What for
have long been convinced there Is
"Partly," he said, "but there's
more to life than that. I have do you say, Irv?"
;rouble was,
searched for the missing parts as , Costello was hacked into a cor• something else. My
eyes off the stars I'd
•
long as I. can remember, and nes not because he was a no- I got my
not say I have found toriously poor hay raiser. "Yeah, been looking at. Since I've been
while
rediscovered
I've
bed
in
cleared
here
out."
lie
lying
them I will say I am bCginlliilg I guess it'll work
truth I should never have.
to get their feel. If I left, I would his throat. "This puts a different a simple
by Al Capp
You don't build a
L1L' ABNER
lose it: and I cannot afford to light on things, Slathers, you be- forgotten.
lot
of
a
unless
;tomorrow
father-in-law.
NaGreat
BeetuDn's
me
taken
it
has
ing
lose something
Todays have gone before."
0\11.'1 THING WORRIES
I OVERHEARD'100
half a lifetime to find." He turally, I got no objections to you Great
DRESS HIM CAREFULLY,
'Why," I said, "I guess that's
closed his eyes. "Gentlemen, 1 am staying in the valley." :
ME. IS AH NEVAH SEEN
ALONG
TO
GO
AGREE
PAPE
.
FA
I
LWELL
RG
SOU
• •
He walkedhirt: Without a word, right."
not leaving."
Mi FATCHANCE'S
WITH `JOUR AUNT'S
.11
Nela said briskly, "I'll get slipFATCHANCE AND HIS
Brahms had some admiration he stepped into the saddle and
,
started."
DOTTLi-Z. HAS'KY?
SCHEME!!- WHY,
for Mathers, I think. Stubborn started cliavn the road. The four per
) DAUGHTER,ARE DINING
She- erossed• the room to the
courage was something he under- men who had been waiting outLAD?-WHY?
WITH
•
said,
I
her.
followed
stove.
I
him,
after
uncertain:
sidejtared
stood and admired. But Costello
troubles aren't over."
took a step forward as if he then-they looked at Brahma. who "Nela, our'
doorway, holding
She wrinkled her nose at me.
• aimed, to throw Mothers bodily lingered in the
"Do you think I'm the kind of
out of his own cabin. Brahma out his hand to me again.
"IrtSs all right. He jumps in woman who believes you get
pilt an arm in front of him. I
ever
couldn't stay out of it any longer. head first. That's his trouble." married and live happily
He shook his head dUblously.."1 after? Well, Vol not, I'll work
"You've got One or two
dunno wpy he talks me into for you and I'll have your • chil•.st•'
wrong, Irv:: I said.
alwiys love you; but
dren and
Costello spun around, surprised things like he does."
"We'll make out all right now," I've grit an awful temper, and one,
to see Me there.
of -these days you'll find that out."
Orahms grinned. "Howdy. Will. I said. "You'll see, Eric." .
I lime:bed.. 1 Just couldn't help
"I figure so." he said, and
hear you done a little moving
'a hand it „:„I felt good. all the way
stepped outside. He raise,
yesterday."
-A little," I said. "Merle Tur- 'bi ome as he mounted. "Might as thvmgb
'Well, now," I said; "I'll bet I
along home, boys," he
T., R.. us ve po -• ..••••
ner's dead. Last night I shot, and well get
Cater• its 7 U•47,•• **
killsd. Gene Dillingham. Kathy called, and the. five of them staFt- will." .
END
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t his drivers. There' of his teams
•
1 do remember. One was a team
-------ivery ....
JIT SETS NEW AC1OSS•U
S
T14111 NIGH SULGAITAN
MARK OF THREE HOURS. 23
of unusually large lanky ironOFFICIALS OUSTED IN
MINUTES
14
SECONDS_
AND
KNRUSI4CNIV polices'
•
• grays. Another. a team of rather
(Continued from Page OnelFOLLOW•UP
4
large well Matched bays and' a
BLAST ON U S NAVY
surrey, The sporty single buggy.
PATROL VESSEL KILLS
team named I. C. and Red. Red
3 OFF LONG ISLAND
and in Some instances the two
as you have guessed was a sorwheel Sulky.
. ' rel. L• C. was a bay, with the i
Well do I remember going to brand of I. C.
TEST AIR-TO-AIR
While roses do not like to
on • one shoulder.'' -DaY,. '.by /ley the - sun grOws
NUCLEAR MISSILE
Newburg with five other boys This is the* horse
Dr. Young was hotter. and hotter, but vie gard- stand in water, a sufficient quanIN NEVADA k
in a surrey• The occasion' was .driving when he was thrown out criers _know that by regular- hot tity is a must. This does not
looking in on one of Pa June's . of the buw- and
•
weather
they
,
care.
.
keep
ran
mean
sprinkling
i
of the bed
killed.
camping_ parties. These were al- I 'A pleasant memory is a trip their rose bushes blooming in low and then, but a real
lit MAD,
MISUNG
C A
A D
soaking
All
COUNTED
AFT111
ways planned by Mr. Jones for to Almo park for
an all daY all their summer magnificence. to at least the depth of eight
PNIUPPINIS TYPNOON
his granddaughters and,their girl picnic with Mr.
Bob Moore and rhe whole secret is regularity, inches. One of the easiest ways
UNITED
- • -friende only Marvel Whit/ten i famsto
.and .14r_r_./441,44,.„ j„,, p . 404 _ exril • -say_that t_j_isa few to do this is to let the hose
STATES
..
and Joe T. Parker are the only Lassiter. Stanley Moore
Pa
nours
a
week will. maintain the trickle. around the base ci/ the.
was m2.s
nli.
7........-..i.....- . -,... .......-emes • et - eur..par?rvehart 1 ltr...0,-,ply att. -2
•
.riaim ,w f: Atm._ oe.rowe lassiew....ast, that
plants for at least a- ha*itatti
$4
TULLID
AS
DUTCH
- - . _ ..._
_ - ---•__:-...111'!"...1"r4.4•Alioil/motbSreases.-.1a.,..irick---Rub- *well;- -later • °n%'wfalarle---------°• ------e-.-=-ATITUNIfft DIVES INTO
neighbord.
"
shortly after the noon day meal, city judge, was the driver
All-America varieties I:4e other run across altard
SRA Off NEW GUINEA
4cuing
placed in the
and
FAIWLOVS1Y RICH
SEGREGATIONIST
Pa 'Jones decided the weather l his team was 1. C. and
' hardy roses, are bred .10 with- bed will, also spread the water
Red.
AGA KNAN S BODY
TEAL RAGES IN
was going to change and antheys-te6iesIstand the heat' of raid-summer. gently around the plants. Do not
LIES 11.4 STATE IN
KNOXVILLI
Net only did the livery
1GYPT ALT S SON
flounced that they would break aepe ,rigs for"
hire
also -But ee-etil me A.A.R.S. champions sprinkle the foliage as this is
PLOT TO ASSASSINATI
MADE SIJCCESSOS
camp which he did and loaded ' boarded horses. The prevailing will do better with a planned apt to lead to mold an black EGYPTIAN PlItUDENT
NASSER
IS UNCOVIRED
into the big hack, with the pr
spot, exceot in the arid Southprice was $10 a month.
iarevaiTis care schedule..
ISMS
surrey. trailing ;hem all Abe wart
intIllded • feed, grooming' and -da...1 CUltivatiolt VI tore beds- Should west 'Where -hverhead sprinkling
ERUPT
home. Should any of the other livery to the
afa
IN CUL&
AUSTRALIA
owner when de-' be light as rose plants have is optional.
three of this Party chance to. sired. '
many fine root systems growing
As disease and insects seem
*a n
'this let's hear from you.
Young unmarried men aro
. und close • to the surface. A layer of to thrive in hotter weather, nos
•
The sporty buggies were used town who worked
shavings
straw
hulls,
'ouckwheat
is
the
also
time
spray
to
or
dust
in the stores '
moistly by young men a-courting., and offices frequently owned a ler barnyard manure will do much every ten days. When spraying
If the roses are sprayed, it will continue to bloom later in . a regal place in every garden. Jiminy Cricket, a
but there never were enough horse that was.
coral-orange
boarded at one to keep the growth of weeds to or dusting, take time to coat should be done
early enough in the season.
of this type Of rigs for SundaYs ' of the-livery stables.
Fusilier, a brilllatn orange-red Lillbet, a dawn Pink; and Ma
time
same
at
the
minimum.
ahd
a
sides
both.
leaves
of
give
the
to
Some people
evening
to allow the plants
the
If by any chance the garden Floribunda and Gold Clip,' an- Perkins, a coral-shell pink.
so the larger`lauggies•-with- two coming in from the country
All-,
for lower the temperature of the the- roses complete protection.
.
_
suddenly appears to have a spot other Floribunda' of golden-- yet...-America Hybrid Teas
horses were frequently used for'. the
Again, the Southwest is an ex- '
.
include
daY waild -leave their horses soil and rate of evaporation. .
. These few duties will help available for roses, leading .riurs- low, will be a constant
social occasions.
Tiffany,
delight
.ception
an orchid-pink; Mojave
due to comparative free- I
- at the liVe'ry barn to be fed '- even the magnificent 1957 A.A. • erymen have them available in throughout summers to
'
Some of the teams that Mr. and cared for.. On public
--itti
dom from blaekspot. Unless ap-Me. a warm apricot orange; Chrysler
I
days
varieties
R
S.
to
greater
beauty.'
pots
which
can
Davis owned I remember very the barns were
immediately
be
These
three
new
Champions will Imperial, crimson red; and Fred
hide or other insects have in- I
always full. Just „
White Bouquet, the sparkling , set out in the garden for bloom reign es the Royal
well. There were 'tee 'England for fun la Wallace Kest
vaded the rose garden or mildew
Trio of the Howard, yellow., pencilled with
to relate' July Wiii Pass
.
white
Floribunda
will
reward
the
l
this
year.
This
is
especially
deroans. a lane team for heavy 'his first esoerience of putti g
Rose
World • for the next year, pink. An eepecially attractive All-'
has been found, spraying or dustr''•
gardener with an unceasing array . sirable in the case of the new and both amateur and.
duty and the two sorrels. Short:: his horse up at a. livery barn:
protege America variety - a Grandiflora
leg can be minimized here.
.1 1
of wh'ite blossoms almost corn- ' All-American winners' for 1958 seine] rose grower will
and Mack for lighter service.
want .=. it .Queen Elizabeth: a lovely
The younger generation thinks
pletely covering the bush. And -Fusilier, Gold Cup and White them for their own.
CLEVELAND, Qmo rip _steel
Another team used. always to of the horse and buggy
clear pink. Check your loc.
days -hp
Showers,
Golden
the
lovely
ciatKnight.
White
Knight
is
the
first
the buggy was Dock and Bucking tennis a the automobile with magazine predicted today that
Other A.A.R.S. Floribunda roses nurseymarl without delay as these
yellow
fodil
climber
who
also
.
white
Hybrid
Tea
to win the which are available in pots are champion roses are in extremely
Henry Yet another teem -ts' re- reference to their frequency
- steel sales for the month of July
won the AA.R.S. Award for 1957 , All-America Award and deserves Circuts, a surprising multicolor;
member was a large sorrel horse such was not the case. There will surpass the estimates made
short supply.
h
from. falling through a woilden awned a 'horse and tggy as cause of „ an unexpected upturn
bridge The leg below the knee'0
-4en in& driee car• now How- in demand during the month.
was permanently enlarged Hs. ever the livery stable Made
inc weekly production•pointed
conmate a sorrel mare with a flop Oayeeres- available to
a •- volt that the improvement in sales St
MITS •
ear from some accident. Not a •-small famify.- „oohed to %ditto volume s not isolated, but that
they
but
group
comes
of
fancy team
sta,Y.td. on.' friends m the c-O-untry or near-by'
from -a wide
• the, rad never-the-less One of . villacei. the means was at 411d. i consumers."
NEW YORK 11/4 - Steel prothe driveir told me something
• the
. with this predie- duction in the last half . of
If two Couples or a family of .
1957
interesting about the first herse half a dozen were going
places ?ion. steel - ingot production edged will total around 56.500,000 tons,
described. Although he was con- -a suffe27 could be had.
One upward for the second consecti- making- output for the full year
siderecl a eorry slow horse when person going near-by penally
had nye week after hitting the year's approxjmately equal to the recteamed with another like himself,. a one horse
bugles- and 'drove 1°' in the first part of July. ord 117 million tons, turned out
it was a different story.:h
,when htinself. if the trip 'we; . much Operations in ttie-industry's mills In 1955, Iron Age
predicted.
in an emergency, he' was teialhed longer
and time an stem it called_were reported up a half point to
"The worst is over for 1957."
with the high headed England for a
capacity.
rated
cent
Per
of
two-horse buggy and a
the authoritative • trade magazinel
roin
i
that ,r-was alwiys ready .to 1. driver.
It was good that. those Tee total outturn amounted to said.
go_ It did something -for old' who didn't
nie,ta
iskve!
l2.03,00ô
net
tons,
the
own a - rig-could
Behind its optimism are ex"big-leg" and he never lagged
one for hire - one that fit -their working wgekcy said.
Peetations of: an upsurge • in
There could be a moral in thot
rolleci
'such
Products
hot
as
needs. Mr. Fields and his son
automotive demand; a reversal.
• There use to be an annual
Lee. C. L.' Bishop and Billy Mg- and cold - rutted carbon steel of the inventory-cuttIng spree;I
Confederate Soldiers reumen a:.
Keel were in the Livery stable , sheets and hot-rolled and cold- continued 'Wrong demand f n r'
Sulphur Springs. a mile east of
business itt more recent years. ' finished -ceirbon bars were re- plates, structurals and oil counNew Concord. On Olaf such oc;alined sharing in the prioduction try goods and a stronger export
casion I rode in a two seated
When „ I retell the horse and increase. Market.
hack. The others were the Honor- , buggy days I think of a humorous!. Demand for heavy plates for
Iron Age said last hall operaable Bill Howell. Misses Alieel incident that isivolved my motheriflie week was not as .strong as
tions probably will average 84 5
* Large 4 bedroom brick on large beautiful
large kitchen -dining room combination. air-conBoyd and Jetta Davis and another and my cousin-in-law' Mrs. Bar-'earlier in the year. . steel said,
per cent of capacoy. which would I
boy my _age. Charley Bogard ber McElrath and with this- Is but it wa. reported still exceeds
ditioned. Must see this house inside to apprecishady lot, corner Sharpe,and 10th Si. One master
Work out to appro-imately 54was the driver - his team Short will close The Blood River As- ling supply and was "expected to
ate.
bedroom 12x24 ft.. ? large closets. built in vani500.000 ingot tons, In the first
and Mack..I asked Charley
•
:why sociation elf Bajytist. Was meeting'do so through the fourth quarter. half of 1957. 60.500,000 tons
were
bedrooms
ty.
2
11x1Ft
feet.
tarve
dnoble
walk-in
the off horse was called Short ' with the Cherry Corner church., The magazine
* Two bedroom house on Irvin Street. Nice
said many pro- produced.
closets,
built
in
in
vanity
one.
1
hecleotim
when he was longer than Mack I Mother wanted to go. This was
107(12
size living room, kitchen, dinette, nice hardwood
1 ducers expect increased demand , The magazine said it expects
ft with flo,thle close+ and lstree cliwet with lavalie told me to notice his steps after my father'S death and .she I by
floors, garage, paved street ,city sewer. A nice
auto makers for sheet steel thIrd quarter operations will avand I ebseed
tory. 2 full baths, 2 large storage closets. 1 large
rv
that eihao, was ..had no way, but that • didn't
. supplies. For this reason, t 'it e erage about 82 per cent of capahouse for only $7000, can be bought with small
unusually short gaited This ex- i thwart het.
crueitt coat closet. large livingroorn with wall-tomill city. followed by a fourth quarter
f" neighbors and.i.publication. _. noted, strip
down payment.
pla.ined why a 1614 "horse..was kin_lpeople loaned -their horses ,
wall
cirtaPting
and
huilt,.in honk shelves. dining
plates are not as easy to -get as pickup to an average of more
called Short. Sulphoe, Springs and buggies generouely. It is
room or den large kitchen will,
lots
,o
they were a few weeks ago. The . than 85 per cent_
t. .
of0thoim
illat-tiin
e
* Apartment house on North 8th Street across
was a favorite picnic place and quite 'different with cars. The
cabinet. automatic washer
strip mill plates and sheets are I Iris Age said mills in seven)
from park. Two 2 bedroom apartments, large
In those days and several Mum
rra
investment and hazards are so both produted ,on the same I producing centers already have
dishwasher. garbage disnosal isrge Tanean
living room and large kitchens, baths with showfamilies had cabins there. An- i much more that we hestitate AO
begun to feel an improvement
equipment.
range, basement with firenlece
wooers, lots of closet space, both apartments comother place near Concord that borrow or loan_ So it WaS. that
'in automotive orders. It said
industry
strike
cement
The
has
matic washer, exhaust fan. delwmiditifier. 9 was frequently ,the scene for J. D. Rowlett. sty brother-inpletely seurate. If you are looking for a nice
the feeling is auto companies
temporary
in
easing
the
a
forced
AO cral. water heaters, Chrysler Airtemn heating
all-day outings was the Devil's• law, had a horse and but
home and an income check with us about this
make about 100.1:100 more
will
demand
rueturals
and
for_str
rePulpiL___
find air-conditioninv system, one of the most
, which he gladly loaned my mothplace.
leers in the third' quarter than
steel Said.
-line -prevailing price for a I er. On the appointed '..day and inforcing bars.
livable homes in town.
had been looked for earlier
double team for a day was $2.50 time the horse was hitched to' Steel prices continue to he ,d* 40x50-foot garage building on- Highway 94
Meanwhile. Iron Age said ap* A beautiful large new 3 bedrpom brick
and the -day frequently went , pie bum- and away Mother tweet .jutd upward. with the publicathree miles east of Murray. Lot 80x253, ideal for
pliance makers are entering the
well into *the night. Sometimes . to pick up Cousin Fannie. The tion's base price index for finfrom college on Olive. Large living' room
body or cleanup shop. Why paS rent when this
second half with low raw materdrummer would keep trig team i day was pleasant and the fill ished steeleativing up to 45 cents.
with beautiful stone firenlace, large family room
-can be bought for only $3500.00.
ial inventories, including steel.
and driver for days and' when coloritog of the trees and shrubs At $146.19 a net ton in the week
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